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Abstract—Direct vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) charge sharing system
has the potential to provide more flexibility to electric vehicle (EV)
charging without depending on the charging station infrastructure
or building designated parking lots. It can also provide an opportunity to shift peak time utility load to off-peak times. However,
the assignment between the EVs that demand energy and the EVs
with surplus energy or existing charging stations is a challenging
problem as it has to be performed in real time considering their
spatio-temporal distribution, availability, and grid load. In this
paper, we study this assignment problem specifically in a supplier
non-intrusive scenario (without changing their mobility) and aim
to understand the potential benefits of a direct V2V charge sharing
system. To this end, we present two new algorithms to match the
demander EVs to suppliers for charging. In the first one, the maximum system benefit is targeted under multiple system objectives
with different priorities and considering the grid load. In the second
one, individual EV priorities are taken into account and a stable
matching process depending on predefined user preferences is provided. We conduct extensive simulations using real user commuting
patterns and existing charging station locations in three different
cities together with a newly developed probabilistic EV charging
behavior model and EV mobility. Simulation results show that
direct V2V charge sharing can reduce the energy consumption of
EVs by 20%–35% by providing a closer charging facility compared
to the charging station only case, offload grid charging power
in peak times by 35%–55%, and help sustain up to 2.2× EV
charging requests without building new charging infrastructure,
while causing a marginal increase (i.e., 3%–9%) in the energy
cycling of supplier EVs. The results also show that the proposed
matching algorithms offer 80%–90% more energy consumption
reduction compared to the intrusive V2V charging at designated
parking lots.
Index Terms—Plug-in electric vehicle, vehicle-to-vehicle charging, sharing economy, matching algorithms.

I. INTRODUCTION
LECTRIC vehicles (EVs) are expected to transform the
modern transportation and energy systems with a reduced
foreign-oil dependence and improved urban air quality. Due to
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such potential, mass penetration of EVs is expected in the upcoming years with the increasing investment from auto industry
[1]. However, there are some challenges that have to be addressed
for the widespread adoption of EVs such as limited charging
infrastructure.
Today, the majority of the EV drivers charge their vehicles at
home [2] due to the non-ubiquity of charging stations. However,
this limits the flexibility and length of trips with EVs. Building
new charging stations comes with huge investment costs and still
binds the EVs to areas with grid infrastructure. While several
alternative solutions such as dynamic/stationary wireless [3]
and DC fast charging are proposed, most of the time, they
have high installment, labor, and permit costs. Recently, as a
promising solution, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) charging [4]–[7]
has been considered to provide more flexibility to EV charging without depending on a station infrastructure. It aims to
connect EVs with excessive electric energy on their board with
EVs in need of charge. Thus, EVs can be released from being
obligated to get charge from a grid-connected station. This can
also help mitigate the negative impacts on the grid due to gridconnected EV charging when EVs are charged during peak hours
[8].
In the literature, V2V charging concept has been used with
some differences. In the first scenario [9]–[11], it is considered
for temporary sharing of energy between EVs that are currently
connected to a common charging station. Such systems aim to
benefit from flexibility on the charging requirements of EVs, and
reduce charging costs. That is, an EV with a later deadline to be
charged is discharged initially to provide energy to other EVs
connected to the station and charged later while still meeting the
deadline for charging. While there occurs a V2V power transfer
temporarily, the total energy taken from the grid and used in
the charging of both vehicles is not reduced compared to the
non-V2V case.
In the second scenario [12]–[14], V2V charging is considered
to happen at designated parking lots through an aggregator,
which is a control device that collects all information from
EVs and the grid, and execute the V2V operation [4]. Such
aggregators can coordinate charging and discharging of a group
of EVs connected to it through V2V transfer without directly
drawing power from the grid. Thus, they can be installed with
a much less cost compared to charging stations that pull power
from the grid [15]–[17]. However, there is still a requirement of
building designated parking lots connected to an aggregator for
energy transfer.
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Fig. 1. A Nissan Leaf is transferring energy to a Tesla Model S through a
conductive charging cable. A mobile app communicating with both vehicles
lets the drivers control the charging process [6], [18].

Indeed, a more flexible and less costly way for V2V charging
can be achieved through a direct V2V charge sharing with
a DC/DC converter that ties both EV batteries through their
fast charging ports. The necessary equipment is carried by one
of the vehicles; thus, there is no requirement to build a fixed
charging infrastructure. Fig. 1 shows an example of this scenario
realized by Andromeda Power [6] with a product called Orca
Inceptive. The advantage of using direct V2V charging includes
more efficient power transfer and more compact and flexible
design.1 The charging process can also be controlled via a
mobile app.
In the literature, several aspects of V2V charging have been
studied under the first two scenarios. Some studies look at the
impact of pricing in a V2V charge sharing scenario. In [12], an
energy exchange market is developed between electric vehicles
by setting the prices based on local demand and supply. It has
been shown that a lower price could be obtained for charging
through a case study using vehicles in Belgium’s Flanders region. In [19], a cloud-based V2V energy exchange framework
is proposed for demand response management (DRM), and a
contract-based electricity trading scheme is designed to increase
the generated profit. In another study [14], a game theoretical
model (e.g., Oligopoly game) is introduced for price control.
Privacy aspect of V2V charging is also integrated to the proposed solutions in some studies. For example, in [20], consortium blockchains are utilized to protect privacy of EVs while
optimizing the pricing with an iterative double auction based
mechanism. There are also several studies that specifically focus
on the matching of suppliers and demanders [17], [21], [22].
However, they mostly consider one-time matching and do not
consider the practical scenarios (e.g., it is assumed that supplier
EVs have always higher charge than the requested charge by
demander EVs).
Contrary to these studies which assume that designated parking lots connected to an aggregator are pre-installed, we study
direct V2V charging that can happen without such infrastructure
support. To the best of our knowledge, there is one other study

that also consider direct V2V charging [23] operating without an
aggregator, however, they assume that there are still designated
parking lots for V2V charging, and both the supplier EV and
demander EV need to move one of these parking lots. However,
this will require dedicated supplier EVs and increase the charging service costs. Our proposed V2V charging system does not
intrude supplier EVs from their daily mobility patterns; thus, it is
more feasible and different than previous work. This is also more
preferred way based on our survey results. The EVs with surplus
energy (i.e., suppliers) are considered like mobile charging
stations that provide energy to demander EVs only when they are
stationary (e.g., parked at a workplace with a reserved parking
lot next to it for demanders) and willing to do so. Also, the
previous work [23] assigns demander EVs to supplier EVs in
first come first served manner without considering the matching
efficiency. Another significant factor that is oversimplified with a
uniform random distribution in all previous works is the amount
and the timing of the energy requested by the demander EVs.
However, this depends on several factors including vehicle type,
driver’s commuting pattern and its spatio-temporal distribution
as well as the driver’s range anxiety that triggers the charging
request. Thus, a realistic model considering these points should
be developed and considered during the matching of suppliers
and demanders.
The main contributions of this paper are:
r We develop a trip-based probabilistic EV charging behavior model inspired by the refueling behavior of fuel-based
vehicles.
r We present the results of a survey that is conducted among
153 EV owners in US to show the potential interest and
incentive for direct V2V charge sharing.
r We propose two new algorithms to assign the demander
EVs to suppliers for charging, targeting the maximum system benefit and the individual satisfaction of participating
EV owners separately.
r We design a realistic simulation environment using the
real origin (O)-destination (D) patterns of commuters and
current charging station infrastructure in three metro areas
and provide extensive simulation results.
Note that the goals of this study do not include design
optimization of a V2V charger and its performance analysis,
which is covered under a different study [24]. The rest of the
paper is organized as follows. Section II defines preliminaries
including the proposed system model and survey results. In
Section III, we give the details of the proposed V2V charge
sharing coordination mechanisms. In Section IV, we provide the
data-driven simulation settings and extensive simulation results.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
A. System Model

1 This specific unit was designed as a mobile charging station that also supports

grid connectivity, thus the hardware used is much larger (as shown in the trunk
of a Nissan Leaf on the left), which could be reduced if grid connectivity is not
needed. Note that in some cases in practice there may not be enough space to
bring the vehicles that will exchange energy next to each other. This could be
addressed either by allocating dedicated spots or vehicles can slightly change
their location to find available spots next to each other.

In the proposed V2V charge sharing system, we assume that
there is a centralized server and each EV driver uses a mobile app
to communicate with the server using cellular infrastructure. The
EVs with surplus energy become available (either automatically
or manually by the driver) when they are stationary, and their
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drivers are willing to serve as a supplier. The EVs in need
of energy submits a request to the server to be charged. The
charging could happen at either charging stations2 in the area or
at the supplier EV’s location. The server then matches the charge
suppliers (i.e., supplier EVs and stations) and demanders in
some fixed time intervals based on several factors including the
location and the amount of requested energy from demanders,
their routes as well as the location, availability, and amount of
energy that suppliers can provide. Note that if an EV does not
need to be charged during the day, we assume it is fully charged
at home during the night.
The main challenge in such a V2V charge sharing system is the
coordination of charging requests based on the spatio-temporal
distribution of both the demander EVs and the charge suppliers.
For example, if a demander EV has a remaining range of r
when a charging request is submitted, it should only be matched
to the suppliers that are closer than r and will be available by
the time it will be there. Moreover, the route of the demander
EV should be diverted as little as possible so that it will not
waste its energy unnecessarily. Thus, the driving patterns of EVs
and the charging station distribution have significant impact.
The matching between suppliers and demanders could also be
performed for overall system benefit or for the satisfaction of
individual demands from EVs (e.g., preference to be matched to
the closest). To this end, we propose two different charge sharing
coordination mechanisms in Section III-A and Section III-B.
B. EV Charging and Mobility Model
The charging behavior of EVs (i.e., when the driver decides
to charge and how much charge he/she requests) is a significant
parameter that affects the charge sharing coordination between
EVs. Today, most of the charging is completed at homes due to
the lack of sufficient infrastructure and drivers’ current usage
habits of EVs (e.g., commuting only). However, V2V charging
provides a ubiquitous charging opportunity for EVs similar to
ubiquitous refueling opportunity for fuel-based vehicles thanks
to the numerous gas stations. Therefore, the current charging
behavior of EVs can show similarities with refueling behavior of
fuel-based vehicles in terms of timing. The literature [25]–[27]
that analyze the refueling behavior of fuel-based vehicles shows
that approximately three quarters of the drivers tend to refuel at
the beginning or toward the end of their trips. Such a decision
process can also be considered as a natural behavior for the
charging of EVs as the drivers may prefer not to interrupt their
trips. Therefore, in order to develop a similar charging decision
model for EVs, we first model the mobility of EVs based on
trips and then develop a stochastic charging decision model at
trip start and end times.
We assume each EV i has a range of ri and makes a set of
trips during the day. It starts with a commute from home to work.
When the lunch time comes, there could be an optional lunch
trip and come back to work. After work, during commuting to
2 In this study, we consider L2 stations only as they constitute the majority of
the public stations available today. We assume only one charging port at every
station. The charging prices through stations and V2V suppliers are also assumed
the same as our focus is to study efficient matching based on spatio-temporal
distribution of demanders and suppliers.
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Fig. 2. An example set of daily trips of an EV including a trip to a supplier
EV’s location to be charged.

home, there could be an additional/unplanned trip (e.g., school)
around the route. Another additional trip (e.g., market and
recreation) can also exist after coming back home and staying
a while. For example, a sample set of trips of an EV i can be
Ti = {t(h, w), t(w, l), t(l, w), t(w, a), t(a, h)}. Each trip has a
starting time, ts , and ending time te and each trip’s distance
in miles is represented by Δ(h, w). When an EV requests a
charge, the server assigns either an available charging station
or a supplier EV with sufficient surplus energy. Then, the EV
goes to that supplier’s location from the current position in its
trip. Once the charging is conducted at the intended amount
and duration, it leaves from there towards the destination of its
current trip. An example daily trip schedule of an EV including
a visit to a supplier is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The charging decision is modeled as a stochastic decision
process around trip beginnings and ends based on the range
anxiety of the drivers. As it is found that the refueling decision
is also related to the quantity of fuel remaining in their tank
[25]–[27], we make an analogy to two common factors, namely,
the low fuel light and ∼1/4 of the tank, used in fuel-based
vehicles and define β and β + κ as the low and high range
threshold values, respectively. If an EV will have a range less
than zero by the time it arrives the current trip destination, it
makes an immediate charging request before starting the trip.
If the range at destination will be more than zero but less than
β, it decides to charge with an increasing probability from the
trip start time. If a decision is not made by the time it arrives
destination, an immediate decision is made. Moreover, if range
at the destination will be greater than β but less than β + κ, it
decides to charge only at trip start time with some probability.
Note that if such a decision is not made, it will be still safe for
the driver to drive to the destination and make another decision
there depending on the expected range at the next destination.
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 summarize this stochastic decision
process.
Another significant parameter in the charging request is the
amount of the requested energy. As the charging of EVs takes
longer compared to the refueling in current technology, we
consider partial charging in the amount of sufficient energy that
will make the EV travel back home at the end of the day with at
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Algorithm 1: ChargingDecider(O, D, β, κ, p).
Inputs: Origin (O) and destination (D) of current trip;
β: low range threshold; κ: high range threshold;
p: probability of charging at a time unit.
1: Ri : Range at location i
2: t: current time
3: if RD = RO − Δ(O, D) ≤ 0 then
4:
Charge(1, D) // find a supplier immediately
5: else if 0 < RD ≤ β then
6:
s ← t // first time noticed that range at D will be ≤ β
7:
while notDecidedYet & have not arrived to D yet do
8:
// decide charging with an increasing probability
based on the time passed since s
9:
Charge(1 − (1 − p)(t−s+1) , D) as t ← t+1
10:
end while
11:
if arrived to D & notDecidedYet then
12:
Charge(1, D)
13:
end if
14: else if β < RD ≤ β + κ then
15:
Charge(p, D) // decide charging with probability p
16: end if
Algorithm 2: Charge(p, D).
1: r ← random number between [0,1]
2: if (r ≤ p) then
3:
Submit a request for a charging to the scheduler
4:
Go to the supplier assigned by the scheduler
5:
Go to D from supplier’s location after charging
6: end if
least β range. We also assume that there is a minimum energy,
Emin , that will be requested to be reasonable.
C. Incentives for Supplier EVs
We assume that there will be incentives (e.g., service fee) for
EVs with surplus energy to share their charge. These incentives
will come from (i) utility companies that will utilize V2V
charging to shift peak time EV charging to off-peak times [8],
[14], (ii) EV manufacturers who will see a more sustained EV
growth without heavily relying on new and expensive station
installations, and (iii) (demander) EV owners who will have
more spatio-temporal flexibility for charging their vehicles.
These incentives are assumed to be sufficient enough to help
supplier EV owners replace their batteries when they age faster
due to additional charge cycling and to make additional profit.
The detailed analysis of the amount of incentives is out of the
scope of this paper, however, in order to test the practicality
of the V2V charge sharing and see if there will be enough
incentives for suppliers from demanders, we have conducted
an IRB-approved survey among 153 EV owners3 in US. Table I

TABLE I
SURVEY RESULTS AMONG 153 EV OWNERS IN US

shows the summary of responses to some questions in the survey.
The results show that 67% of survey respondents said they would
use V2V charge sharing as a supplier, receiver or both. 72% of
them said they would use V2V charging in the case where they
need to drive to the supplier (i.e., non-intrusive to the supplier),
compared to the 59% of them which said they would use it in
the case they ask suppliers to come their location. 46% said they
would pay $5 and another 40% said they would pay $10 for
supplier’s service (in addition to the charging cost). Moreover,
86% of responders said they would need at most 30–50 users
to join such a network. Based on these results, we expect that
even in areas with smaller number of EV owners participating to
V2V sharing, there will be both suppliers who will be willing to
share their surplus energy with others, and there will be receivers
who will value their service and pay to suppliers. Note that these
results are with incentives based on payments from demanders
and will be more profound with the additional incentives that
might come from the utility operators and EV manufacturers.
In order to model the willingness of EV suppliers for sharing
in the proposed system, we assume EVs that expect to have at
least β + κ range by the end of the day will be potential suppliers,
and they will be able to share until at least they will have β range.
However, we assume that only γ percentage of these potential
EVs will be willing to be real suppliers (to consider the not
interested or not available EV owners) and notify the system
about it. This decision will be made at the beginning of each
availability period (i.e., when not moving between the trips),
thus, a potential EV can go on and off on this supplier behavior
during the day.
III. DIRECT V2V CHARGE SHARING
COORDINATION MECHANISMS
In this section, we first provide a maximum bipartite matching
based V2V charge sharing coordination to achieve the maximum
system efficiency. Then, we propose a stable matching based solution aiming to increase individual satisfaction of participating
EV owners.
A. System-Oriented Matching With Multiple Objectives

3 Participants

are recruited from Electric Auto Association members and
online forum site Reddit/ElectricVehicles subgroup users. Each participant
is compensated with a $10 Starbucks gift card. Survey can be reached at
https://tinyurl.com/v2v-sharing.

In a V2V charge sharing system, as the server knows the
current charging requests (triggered by Algorithm 1 and 2) from
demander EVs and availability (i.e., when they are not moving
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and willing to serve as a supplier) of all suppliers, it can aim to
optimize the system efficiency by providing maximum service
to all requests. Assume that the set of EVs is denoted by N and at
the current moment (i.e., t) there is a subset, S, of supplier EVs
each represented with a tuple of (EiS , li , ts , te ), where EiS is the
surplus energy that can be supplied to demander EVs between
times ts and te , and li is its stable location during that time frame.
We define the supplier EVs as the set of EVs which will have at
least β + κ mileage in their remaining range by the end of the
day (i.e., tend ). That is:
S = {i ∈ N | Ri (tend ) > β + κ}, where,
⎛
⎞
⎜
Ri (t) = ri − ⎜
⎝


∀(o,d)∈Ti
(o,d).te <t

⎟
Δ(o, d)⎟
⎠ − Δ(o, li )
(o,d).ts <t
(o,d).te >t

Δ(i, j) = trip distance between i and j

(1)

Here, Ri (t) represents the remaining range in the battery of EV
i at time t. The energy that this EV can supply then is:
EiS = (Ri (tend ) − β) λi

(2)

where, λi represents the average energy consumed per mile in
the EV i. Note that this will vary for different EV types.
Similarly, there is a subset, D, of demander EVs each represented with a tuple of (EiD (t), li (t), t), where EiD (t) is the
function of demanded energy starting at t and li (t) is the function
of EV’s location.
D = {i ∈ N | a charging decision is made for i}

(3)

EiD (t) = max{Emin , (β − Ri (tend )) λi }

(4)

Demander EVs can request energy during a time frame in which
they can still be moving within some limits, while supplier EVs
are assumed to be available only when they are stable. The set
of charging stations, T , is also considered to include only the
available charging stations at that moment.
From the overall system’s point of view, the goal should be
supplying the needs of as many demander EVs as possible. To
this end, we formulate the problem as a maximum weighted
bipartite matching problem. That is, let G = (V, E) be a graph
with vertices representing an EV or a charging station (|V | =
|S ∪ D ∪ T |) and edges defined as links from the vertices of
EVs that are in need of energy to the rest of the vertices that can
supply the demanded energy. More formally:
V =D∪S∪T

(5)

E = E 1 ∪ E2

(6)

E1 = {(i, j) | ∀i ∈ D, ∀j ∈ S s.t.
Ri (t) ≥ Δ(i, j) &
EjS (t)

>

EiD (t)

TΔ = T (i, j, d) − T (i, d), where
T (i, j, d) =
T (i, d) =

Ri (li (t), lj , d) EiD (t) + RΔ λi
+
vi
Cj
Ri (li (t), d)
vi

(9)

Here, vi is the average travel speed of demander EV i, Cj is
the charging rate4 of supplier j, T (i, j, d) is trip duration to
destination through supplier j, and T (i, d) is the direct trip
duration from demander EV i’s current location to current trip
destination d (see Fig. 3). Note that T (i, j, d) includes not only
the traveling time to the supplier but also the time for charging
at the supplier.
Putting all these together, the objective and graph can be
formulated as:

yi s.t.
max


∀i

xij < 2, ∀i ∈ D

(10)

∀j∈S∪T

(7)

E2 = {(i, j) | ∀i ∈ D, ∀j ∈ T s.t.
Ri (t) ≥ Δ(i, j)

Note that due to the trip to and from the supplier to the current
trip destination, demander EVs should ask for additional energy
on top of the energy they actually need to have β miles by the
end of the day. This can be found by the mileage difference
(RΔ ) between indirect trip to destination through this supplier
(Ri (li (t), lj , d)) and the direct trip (Ri (li (t), d)) multiplied by
the energy consumption rate per mile (λi ). The total demanded
energy should be less than the energy that the supplier EV can
provide. It should be noted that an available charging station is
assumed to provide as much energy as the EV needs as long
as it is available. However, in either case, the current range of
the EV should be larger than the distance to the energy supplier
(i.e. R(i) ≥ Δ(i, j)) so that EV can travel to supplier’s location
without depleting its energy.
Once the graph is formed with edges between demanders
and suppliers representing potential assignments, we propose
a new matching algorithm on the graph that aims to achieve
multiple objectives at the same time in some prioritized order.
The first goal is to maximize the number of EVs matched to an
energy supplier. Since there can be multiple ways of achieving
the same number of maximum matchings, as a second goal in
peak hours, we give priority to the EVs with surplus energy over
the charging stations in order to offload the power demand from
the grid. We assume that V2V suppliers are provided incentives
to adopt delayed charging [28] strategy (working in coordination
with grid operator) and start charging their vehicle at home after
peak hours (e.g., after midnight) while providing energy into the
market before peak hours. Finally, among the matchings with
same number of supplier EVs, as a third goal, we give priority
to the supplier EVs that cause smaller detour cost TΔ , defined
as:

yi =

+ RΔ λi , where,

RΔ = Ri (li (t), lj , d) − Ri (li (t), d)

9389

(8)

4 The charging power increases very slightly during DC charging between
10-60% of SOC [29], [30]. We assume here that it is constant similar to previous
work [31], [32]. Moreover, we assume that the V2V supplier can provide the
maximum power that can be achieved without violating any SOC or DOD limits.
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Fig. 3. Graphical representation of the detour cost, which is defined as the
time loss in current trip due to the supplier visit and charging.



xij < 2, ∀j ∈ S ∪ T

(11)

∀i∈D

⎧
⎪
⎨1 + μij /Z, if i ↔ j ∈ S
xij = 1,
if i ↔ j ∈ T
⎪
⎩
0,
otherwise
μij = 1/TΔ

(12)

(13)

(10) ensures that there will be only one supplier for each
demander EV. (11) ensures that there will be only one demander
assigned to each supplier EV or a station. (12) sets xij to 1
if it is matched to a charging station, or to a number between
1 and 2 if matched to a V2V supplier. Thus, in the maximum
weight matching, V2V suppliers will be preferred as aimed by
the second goal. The decimal part of the xij (when assigned to
V2V supplier) is set inversely proportional with the detour cost
so that the V2V suppliers causing smaller detour cost will be
preferred in the light of the third goal. μij , in (13) is the reciprocal

of detour cost, and Z is a very big number (e.g.,
∀ij μij )
that ensures that the sum of decimals in xij s of all matched
supplier EVs will be less than 1. This ensures that if there is
an additional demander matching possible even to a charging
station (which has a weight 1), it will be preferred rather than
having fewer users matched even they are all assigned to V2V
suppliers, to comply with the first goal which has priority over
the second goal. Note that yi in (10) is defined as the sum of
weights of links (xij ) from demander i and has an upperbound
of 2. This allows only three options for the demander (i) being
assigned to a station, (ii) being assigned to a V2V supplier or
(iii) left unassigned (which will not be the case if there is an
available supplier). yi ’s being less than 2 does not allow two
station assignments to the demander.
Note that in off-peak times, we simply update (12) as follows to invalidate the second goal and find the matching that
achieves the minimum total detour cost among the matchings
with maximum cardinality (i.e., maximum users matched):

1 + μij /Z, if i ↔ j ∈ S ∪ T
xij =
(14)
0,
otherwise
To solve the maximum weighted bipartite problem, we transform it to an instance of an assignment problem and solve it with
Hungarian algorithm [33]. The complexity of this algorithm is

Algorithm 3: Stable-Demander-Supplier-Matching
(D, S, L).
Inputs: D: the set of demander EVs; S: the set of suppliers;
L: preference lists of demanders/suppliers
1: for each demander EV di and each supplier sj do
2:
M(di ) = ∅, M(sj ) = ∅ // No partners yet
3: end for
4: while ∃ di | M(di ) == ∅ do
5:
dnew ← di
6:
snext ← top(L(dnew ))
7:
dcur ← M(snext )
8:
if dcur == ∅ then
9:
M(snext ) ← dnew
10:
M(dnew ) = snext
11:
else if dnew snext dcur then
12:
M(dcur ) = ∅
13:
L(dcur ) = L(dcur ) − snext
14:
M(snext ) = dnew
15:
M(dnew ) = snext
16:
else
17:
L(dnew ) = L(dnew ) − snext
18:
end if
19: end while
20: return M

Fig. 4. An example system-oriented matching between demander EVs and
suppliers.

O(V 3 ). The result of the assignment on a sample problem is
shown in Fig. 4.
B. Individual EV-Oriented Stable Matching
In the previous section, the matching of demander EVs with
suppliers is conducted considering the overall system efficiency.
However, in practice, each demander and supplier EV may have
their own preferences from their own perspectives. For example,
a demander EV may want to be charged by the eligible suppliers
that can let it go back to its destination as quickly as possible (i.e.,
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minimum detour cost, TΔ ). Similarly, a supplier EV may prefer
charging the demander EVs that will buy the largest amount
of energy first to make more profit. Thus, a design without
considering individual EV preferences may not be attractive to
users, and unstable conditions may appear (i.e., demander and
supplier pairs preferring each other over their assigned partners).
To address this concern, in this section, we propose a new
algorithm that results in a stable matching between demanders
and suppliers.
In our problem, the demander EVs and suppliers at the current
decision moment (i.e., t) represent either side of the stable
matching problem. The critical part is how the preference lists
are formed at the scheduler. To this end, we propose different
criteria for demanders and suppliers considering the goals from
their perspective. For the preference list of demander EVs,
we first find the list of available supplier EVs and charging
stations that can serve this demander. Then, we sort them in
ascending order of the detour cost (i.e., TΔ ) they would cause
from the demander’s original route. To form the preference lists
of supplier EVs, we first find the list of demander EVs that this
supplier can provide the demanded energy. Then we sort them
in descending order of the demanded amount as suppliers prefer
the demanders that will bring more profit to them. Then, a stable
matching between suppliers and demanders needs to be found
such that there does not exist a demander and a supplier EV that
prefer each other rather than their assigned pairs.
To define the problem more formally, let L(i) denote the
preference list of a user i (i.e., demander or supplier), and let
M(i) denote its partner in the matching M. If it is not matched
yet, M(i) = ∅. We utilize j i k notation to express that user
i prefers j to k. A matching M will be stable if there does not
exist any blocking pair d, s such that d ∈ L(s), s ∈ L(d) and
s d M(d) and d s M(s). Note that if a demander d is not
matched yet but if the supplier s prefers d over what it is matched,
i.e., d s M(s) and M(d) = ∅, that also creates a blocking
pair. Similarly, d, s will be blocking pair with s d M(d) and
M(s) = ∅. Moreover, if they are left unmatched, i.e., M(d) = ∅
and M(s) = ∅, it will be also be a blocking pair to stable
matching.
To solve the problem and guarantee a stable matching, we
adapt the Gale-Shapley stable marriage assignment algorithm
[34] to our problem to find a demander optimal solution, where
each demander is matched with his/her most preferred supplier
as much as possible by letting them propose to the suppliers
in the order of their preference lists. As there could be unequal
number of suppliers and demanders at the time of an assignment,
we apply specific termination conditions5 as presented in [35].
Algorithm 3 shows the steps of finding a guaranteed stable
matching between demander EVs and suppliers. Initially, every
demander and supplier has no partner in the matching, M. Until
all the demander EVs are assigned, a new demander, dnew , not
assigned yet is selected. The demander dnew proposes to the
there are fewer demanders than suppliers (|D| < |S ∪ T |), the algorithm
stops when |D| of the suppliers have been asked, and if there are more demanders
than suppliers (|D| > |S ∪ T |) the algorithm stops when each demander is
either being kept in suspense by some supplier or has been refused by all the
suppliers.
5 If
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Fig. 5. An example stable matching of demander EVs with supplier EVs and
charging stations.

supplier (snext ) at the top of its preference list, L(dnew ). If
that supplier EV has not been assigned to any other demander
EV yet, it immediately accepts this proposal. However, if it is
already assigned to another demander EV (i.e., dcur ), it checks if
it prefers the new demander more than the current one matched
(dnew snext dcur ). If that is the case, it is reassigned to dnew
and dcur is unmatched. snext is also removed from previous
demander’s preference list (L(dcur )) to make it propose to its
next preferred supplier. If the old demander is preferred over
the new one, the supplier snext rejects the proposal of demander
dnew , then snext is removed from demander dnew ’s preference
list. This process stops when all demanders are matched to a
supplier or aforementioned specific termination conditions are
met for unequal number of suppliers and demanders.
The running time of the algorithm is O(V 2 ) and it guarantees
that a stable matching will be found [34], [36]. This is because,
by the design of algorithm, it will not be possible to find a
demander, d, and a supplier s that will prefer each other over
their matched pairs. If d prefers s to its current supplier, d must
have asked s before asking to current supplier. If s accepted it
at that moment but ended up matched with another demander, s
must have rejected d for some other demander that it prefers, thus
does not prefer d more than its current demander. If s rejected d’s
proposal, s was already matched with some demander it liked
more than d. An example matching is illustrated in Fig. 5.
IV. SIMULATIONS
To evaluate the performance of the V2V charge sharing system and the matching algorithms, we have built a Java based
custom simulator. In this section, we first discuss how several simulation components are modeled, and then provide the
results.
A. Data-Driven EV Mobility
The mobility model of EVs affects the performance of the
V2V charge sharing performance directly. Not only the routes
followed by EVs and the associated trip costs but also the spatiotemporal distribution of demander EVs and suppliers affect the
matching results.
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Fig. 6. Origin-destination commuting patterns between the counties of the three metro areas: (i) Chicago, (ii) Dallas and (iii) Miami. The size of the circles
represents relative resident population in the counties and the thickness of the lines between counties represents the transition rates between counties during
commuting.

There are various approaches adopted for the movement of
vehicles [37]. Some models are designed with high complexity
and lots of low level details (e.g., lane changes) as the quality
of communication links in vehicular ad hoc networks is highly
sensitive to distance between vehicles and RSUs. However, our
focus in this paper is to conduct a macro-scale analysis of V2V
charge sharing system, and we need high level distribution of
distances between vehicles and charging stations. Thus, we use a
simple stochastic model, namely Constant Speed Motion model
[38], in our simulations. The model limits the movement of
vehicles on a graph that represents the road topology. Vehicles
move towards their destination over the edges on the graph
using a random speed in some range. The speed of the vehicle
is set to v = vmin + (vmax − vmin )η, where η is a uniformly
distributed random variable in [0, 1]. The route of the vehicle
is determined by running a shortest path algorithm between the
origin and destination nodes. The model can potentially include
the pause times and some variations due to acceleration and
deceleration of the vehicle at the intersections. However, they
would affect only the trip times from an origin to a destination,
for which we can get the same impact with reduced average
speed range for vehicles.
Additionally, the commuting patterns of EVs need to be
injected realistically to the simulations. To this end, we analyzed
National Household Travel Surveys (NHTS) [39] that provides
statistics from the vehicle based trip behaviors. We extracted the
Origin-Destination (O-D) patterns of three metro areas, namely,
Chicago, Dallas and Miami. Fig. 6 shows the neighbor counties
considered for each metro area together with the transition rates
between the counties. The graphic is depicted in a way such that
the size of the circles represents relative resident population in
the counties, and the thickness of the lines between counties represents the transition rates between counties during commuting.
For example, in Chicago, 85% of the residents living in the Cook
county stay in the county for work, while 8% of them goes to
DuPage county.
NHTS statistics also shows that an average commuter
duty cycle comprises four trips (matching to trips defined in

Section II-B) and covers a distance of 20 miles. Trip 1 is the
morning commute to work, trip 2 is a noon-hour trip (e.g.,
lunch), trip 3 is an evening commute from work, and trip 4 is
an evening trip. Even though commuting represents around one
third of the urban driving in the city [40], approximately three
quarters of the drivers refuel their vehicles on the way to or from
home [26]. Thus, in our simulations, we focus on commuting
behavior but consider all other trips with multiple purposes
under the additional trip category. Each EV has initially been
assigned to a county for its home and work location based on
the ratios in Fig. 6. The exact locations of home and workplaces
as well as the trips inside the counties are determined based on
the residential and workplace distributions (obtained from city
zoning information and population densities). County lands are
divided into a grid, and each grid cell is marked as a residential
or workplace area. The selection of home and work locations are
determined probabilistically based on the densities of residential
and workplace cells, respectively.
Each EV is assumed fully charged at home. Based on the
arrival and departure time distributions obtained from a real
dataset [41], the first trip (i.e., home to work) start time is decided
with a Gaussian distribution G(μ, σ 2 ) = (8,1/2). That is, it starts
on average at 8 am with a standard deviation of 30 minutes.
Similarly, work to home trip is decided with a departure time
decided with G(17,1/2). Additional trips are generated for lunch
and after work or after coming back home in the evening.
The probabilities used during their generation and the rest of
the simulation settings6 regarding the parameters used in the
algorithm designs are shown in Table II. In order to take into
account the workplace charging [2], we also let 15% users charge
their vehicles at work if they notice a charging need while at
work.

6 These values are selected based on different rationale. For example, β is
set to the weighted average of user responses in the survey. C is decided based
on the specifications of available V2V chargers and expected charging speed
demanded in survey. We have also used some reports (e.g., for lunch time [42])
and our common sense to set them to reasonable values.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION SETTINGS

TABLE III
EV TYPES AND THEIR SPECIFICATIONS

B. EV Specifications and Charging Infrastructure
The variety of available models in EV market has been increasing rapidly as the auto industry invests more. In Table III,
we show seven popular models that are available in the market
today. We use these EV types together with their associated
specifications including the battery capacity, range, and charger
power in our simulations for a realistic model. Average energy
consumption rate (λi ) of each EV is obtained by dividing the
battery capacity of the EV by its range (kWh/mile). The range
of these vehicles are more than the average commuting distance
[40], but we also assign the EVs with longer ranges to users
with longer commutes. However, when an additional trip is
needed during the day, some of these vehicles may force their
drivers find extra charge (through Algorithm 1 and 2) due to the
range anxiety. Nearby charging stations will be the immediate
solution in such cases, but there may not be any available one
in their vicinity due to the insufficient station infrastructure. We
extracted the locations of L2 charging stations available to public
in the three metro areas considered from [43]. In total, we found
572 such stations in Chicago, 462 stations in Dallas, and 469
stations in Miami within the counties considered in Fig. 6. In the
simulations, when an EV decides to charge, it looks for available
stations and other EVs with surplus energy and is matched with
one of the suppliers as defined by the matching algorithms.
C. Performance Metrics
We evaluate the performance of the proposed V2V charge
sharing system and coordination mechanisms based on the following metrics:

Fig. 7. (a) Distribution of all trip lengths. (b) Distribution of total trip lengths
of users.

r Maximum sustainable EV count: The maximum number
of EVs whose charging requests all can be matched with
available suppliers (e.g., stations, supplier EVs).
r Energy consumption reduction (%): This is the decrease
in the total energy consumption of all EVs through proposed algorithms compared to the scenario where all EVs
are charged at nearest charging stations. Note that with
closer suppliers matched, EVs consume less energy.
r Peak charging load reduction (%): This is the ratio of
the reduction in the charging power demand from the grid
during peak times with the introduction of V2V charging
compared to all EVs charged at stations.
r Battery energy cycling increase (%): This is the increase
in the total energy cycling (i.e., charging/discharging) of
supplier EV batteries.
D. Results
We first provide some statistics about the trips generated
during simulations. Fig. 7 shows the distribution of all trip
lengths and total trip lengths of users. Average trip lengths
are 14.0, 12.2 and 14.6 miles in Chicago, Dallas and Miami,
respectively. Due to the long rectangular area covered in Miami,
there are more EVs with long trip lengths (i.e., ratio of trips
with 50–100 miles is higher than it is in other cities as shown in
Fig. 7a). The largest average total mileage per user is obtained in
Chicago (i.e., 62.1 miles) due to the largest area covered while
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Fig. 9. Maximum sustainable EV count with current charging station infrastructure vs. with V2V charging.

Fig. 8. (a) Total demanded range from all EVs. (b) Average demanded range
by EVs with range anxiety.

the smallest is obtained in Dallas (i.e., 53.6 miles). Fig. 7b shows
the total trip length distribution with and without detours. The
latter represents the case where there were no detours needed
due to charging needs. As the users demand for energy (on
average, 9%, 13% and 8% of all users in Dallas, Chicago and
Miami, respectively) and stop by suppliers, their total trip lengths
increase due to the detours. We can also observe this in Fig. 7b,
as the ratio of users with more than 70 mile total trip lengths
(and having EVs with lower ranges) is shifted and distributed to
100–150 mile range.
Next, we look at the distribution of demanded range by the
EVs in
theDsimulations. Fig. 8a shows the total demanded range
(i.e.,
Ei (t)) during the day in the three cities. As the EVs
start the day with full battery, the first demands usually come
after 8 am. The demand stays low until lunch time for the cities
except Miami. This is because we cover a larger region with
the Miami counties compared to others and the EVs with longer
commuting distances might decide to charge even in the morning
hours (e.g., right after they complete first trip or so). Such EVs
may also need multiple charging during the day. In Fig. 8b, we
show the average range demanded by the EVs. Earlier demander
EVs usually ask for larger ranges, thus the initial average is high
for each city. But they all stabilizes around 20-40 mile range,

with demander EVs in Miami having the largest average, due to
the same reason of large area consideration.
To understand how V2V charge sharing can help satisfying the
charging needs without building new charging stations, we compare the maximum sustainable EV counts with only charging
stations and with V2V charging introduced. That is, we increase
the number of EVs in the simulations until the first demander
EV is not matched to any available supplier (station or supplier
EV). Fig. 9 shows these EV counts for each city. Dallas area
infrastructure can sustain the largest number of EVs (i.e., 30 k)
among all three cities with the current infrastructure. Note that
while Chicago has the largest number of stations available, due
to the large size of the area considered and the distribution of the
stations in the area, it cannot sustain the largest number of EVs.
When V2V charge sharing is introduced, with the settings used
in Table II, we observe that maximum sustainable EV counts
will increase in 2-2.5 times for all cities. This is because V2V
charge sharing can provide more charging opportunity and can
help supply the needs of more EVs. Note that these are with EVs
with surplus energy used as mobile charging stations when they
are not moving (i.e., non-intrusive). Thus, it could be achieved
with less incentives compared to the case where suppliers are
asked to provide charging service in demander’s location (e.g.,
Uber style) or a meeting point (e.g., designated parking lot).
In Fig. 10, we provide the energy consumption reduction
obtained by proposed matching algorithms as well as by the
first come first served (FCFS) based matching compared to the
charging station only scenario. Note that while the actual charge
need (i.e., EiD (t)) from EVs is the same for all cases, due to
the travel to the supplier locations, the total charging amounts
(i.e., EiD (t) + RΔ λi ) may change. With V2V charge sharing,
more potential suppliers are introduced; thus, closer suppliers
are found, resulting in 20-35% decrease in the total charging
amounts. By design, in stable matching, EVs prefer being
matched with suppliers that provide smaller detour cost (i.e.,
TΔ ) from the original route. However, in maximum weighted
bipartite matching, the main goal is to increase the matchings to
supplier EVs as much as possible and later consider the detour
cost due to the trips to suppliers. Therefore, stable matching offers more energy consumption reduction compared to maximum
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Fig. 11. Comparison of charging power demand from the grid with V2V
charging vs. with station only charging (Dallas).

Fig. 12. The utilization of charging stations with and without V2V charging
and the maximum number of V2V suppliers occupied with V2V charging
(Dallas).

Fig. 10. Energy consumption reduction with proposed matching algorithms
in three cities. (a) Chicago. (b) Dallas. (c) Miami.

weighted bipartite matching. However, both algorithms perform
better compared to FCFS, as expected. Comparing the results in
different cities, we observe that reduction is the least in Miami.
This is because the actual energy needs is higher in Miami (as
shown in Fig. 8) due to larger area, thus the reduction is less.
Next, we look at peak charging load reduction from the grid
with V2V charging. V2V suppliers can help reduce the charging
power demand from the grid by providing energy to demanders
during the day and charge themselves during off-peak hours.

Fig. 11 compares charging power demand from the grid with
and without V2V charging (using maximum weighted bipartite
matching in Dallas). Note that the system-oriented matching
gives priority to V2V suppliers only at peak times, thus, in
off-peak times (e.g., 10–15), the demand from the grid decreases
remarkably less compared to peak times. During peak time,
V2V suppliers are prioritized but as the number of available
V2V suppliers gets smaller, more charging stations are matched
to demanders to satisfy all the user demands with the total
minimum detour cost. V2V charging effectively reduces the
peak charging load by 47% reducing the stress on the system in
Dallas. We have observed similar (40–55%) reductions in other
cities and slightly less reduction (35–43%) with stable matching
as it only considers user preferences (based on detour costs) and
do not give priority to V2V suppliers any time.
We also look at the maximum charging station utilization with
and without V2V suppliers. Fig. 12 shows these values together
with the number of maximum V2V suppliers used at a time with
different number of EVs in the network. With V2V charging,
demanders are matched to V2V suppliers if they offer lower
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Average increase in energy cycling of supplier EVs.

Fig. 14. Computation times of proposed algorithms with different number of
demanders and suppliers (Dallas).

detour cost, but eventually all stations are used in both cases.
Moreover, with V2V charging more demands could be supplied.
While V2V charge sharing increases charging opportunities
for demander EVs, there will be additional deterioration on the
supplier EV batteries. Assuming that battery deterioration due to
discharging of batteries while transferring energy to a demander
EV is same as it is due to discharging while driving, we can
expect some correlation between battery deterioration and the
total energy cycling on the batteries (actual deterioration will
depend on several factors including battery temperature, driving
style, cell type). We have quantified the ratio of additional energy
cycling on the supplier EV batteries beyond their own needs.
The results presented in Fig. 13 show that there is on average
3-9% increase in the total energy cycling of EVs. EVs in Miami
have the highest average increase due to the highest demands.
Moreover, maximum weighted bipartite matching yields more
increase in all cities due to the fact that it gives preference to V2V
suppliers while stable matching might select a closer station
instead.
In Fig. 14, we provide the actual computation times of the
proposed algorithms on a computer with Intel core i7 processor with speed 2.5 GHz and a 16GB of memory. We have
considered different number of demanders and suppliers and
used Dallas scenario; therefore, the initial number of suppliers

Fig. 15. Average energy consumption reduction with direct V2V charging vs.
V2V charging at designated parking lots.

used is equal to the charging stations available (i.e., 462) in
Dallas area. We increased the number of suppliers by adding
new V2V suppliers and showed how the computation time
of the algorithms increase. Note that the maximum weighted
bipartite matching has an asymptotic cost of O(V 3 ) while the
stable matching has O(V 2 ). The computation times shown
in the figure however include all the other associated house
keeping operations available in our code as well. In general, we
observe that stable matching has lower cost than the maximum
weighted matching, as expected. Moreover, we have used very
large number of demanders (namely 250 and 500) in these
results, but in practice the number of demanders at a single
decision time frame (e.g., every 1 min or less) may not reach that
large numbers. The proposed algorithms can however obtain the
matching very quickly even with large number of demanders and
suppliers.
Finally, we compare the proposed direct V2V charge sharing
system with the literature that use V2V charging at designated
parking lots [13], [23]. To this end, we distribute different
number of parking lots in each city proportional to the population densities and obtain the average daily energy consumption
reduction ratios in both cases. Here, we use maximum weighted
bipartite matching only as stable matching results are similar.
Fig. 15 shows the results for each city with parking lots between
100 and 400. Note that the results with direct V2V charging
proposed in this paper are the average values from Fig. 10 and
do not change with different parking lot counts as they are
not used. With increasing parking lot counts, V2V parking lot
charging offers more reduction in energy consumption as closer
charging opportunities are found. However, the proposed direct
V2V charging system offers 80–90% more reduction compared
to V2V charging at parking lots and it does not require an upfront
cost of building those charging lots. Moreover, the parking lot
scenario is intrusive to the supplier EV drivers and requires them
to drive to these parking lots, yielding unnecessary consumption.
On the other hand, the proposed scheme aims to utilize supplier
EVs non-intrusively without changing their daily life. Thus, the
charging service cost will also be less as the drivers will require
less incentive.
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V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we study charge sharing coordination among the
suppliers and demanders in a direct V2V charge sharing system.
We introduce two different matching algorithms that approach
the problem from system and individual EV’s point of view.
We evaluate the performance of the system in three metro areas
with realistic commuting patterns and current charging station
infrastructure. EV models and specifications are determined
based on current EVs in the market. Simulation results show that
the proposed direct V2V charge sharing algorithm can reduce
the energy consumption of EVs due to less energy spent to reach
a charging point, offload grid charging power in peak times
by 35-55%, and can help supply more EV charging requests
without building new charging stations or designated parking
lots for V2V charging. On the other hand V2V charging only
causes slight (i.e., <10%) increase in the energy cycling of
supplier EVs. The proposed matching algorithms also show
different performance with respect to different performance
metrics (e.g., individual-oriented stable matching provides more
average energy consumption reduction while system-oriented
bipartite matching provides more peak charging load reduction),
thus either one could be preferable depending on the network
optimization goals. As a future work, we plan to study the pricing
with the proposed V2V charging system through different market mechanisms and investigate fair matching algorithms when
demands are more than supplies.
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